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Eickel runs off to presidency
It's a dinner bell for better
table manners.

O.A.R. paddles into the
Convocation Center.

JMU women's lacrosse falls
to William & Mary.

Elections over
after extra week
for run-offs
BY DOMINIC DESMOND

NEWS EDffOR
It's over — at least the campaigning and elections, that is
"I feel relieved," said junior and
former presidential hopeful Ryan
Powell. "It gets pretty bring."
Both
sophomore Brandon
Eickel and Powell were given another week to campaign due to a
draw during the March 30 election. Kickel. who garnered about
40 percent of the vole, slightly led
Powell by only a few points up
until this past Thursday. Eickel
even predicted there would be a
run-off.
It was actually a blessing
in disguise," Eickel said. "My
eyes were opened to other concerns from campaigning an extra
week."
I he extra week did not COBM
without its upsets.
Early Thursday, the Elections
Commission issued Eickel's campaign a citation for posting campaign matenals in an unsanctioned area. Eickel said it was
due to a simple communication
problem. At issue was a poster
that hung in the reference area of
the Carrier Library.
According to an Elections
Commission statement, Eickel
was found responsible for the illegal posting and was reprimanded
by the commission. Eickel could
not uimpaign before polls closed
Thursday, which according to the
statement was five hours.
Eickel's sanctions were, however, lessened later that day and
stipulated that he not be allowed

l vi Rl \ i-v k

to campaign on the commons.
Co-chair of the Elections Commission,
Matt Winer, said there wtfl Mime students
who were upset about the reversal.
Powell said he's not bitter about the
situation but can't help but feel bum met].
"I'm not going to appeal it," he said.
"This could make people aware of the
pfOOMM
Despite Mng reprimanded, Eickel
carried the election

"Ifs a big relief," said Eickel "I can
move forward with my platform."
"I want to be an accountable representative," Bided s.nd. "But with a small
time frame of one year, there will be challenges In tccompUihlng points on my
platform."
Both candidates believed campaigning was as taxing personally as it WM h
nancially.
"I missed some classes to meet with

students," Eickel laid
Powell worked sirue

another obstacle
S,|UHI1

resumed

in January.
During his term. Eickel wants to propose campaign finance legislation that
would allow candidates 10 make products like I-shirts and sell them to raise
campaign funds. Currently, candidates
must use family donations and personal

for

both

Powell

and

i idcel Powell bettevee it people understood more about what SC.A can do for
student1- and the school in general, thev
would be more inclined to become invoked He urged the SGA to work on Its

appearance
lunior musk major I'aul rofntatet
feels Indifferent about the whole thing.

money
Getting the campus motivated
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Sudanese refugees speak
C/ARSr*
ASSISTANT NEWS UVJVR

fneixk Lpon arrival in Dallas, ihe boys wen'
received by the members of the YV1CA which

It's not every day you hear a first-hand ac.»Hint.>l someone w IK> has w itnexsed Ii.mseating
people on a daily basis
Hi.- lite we have expcn.iked begs tube forgotten, but it is alive with nii',hts like this. Bull W

helped the nfcsaeea in providing rent. ipcnolng
none) and help finding a (ob during their first
tew mouths here.
Ilvboys m the documenLin wen' unsure ol
tiH'iragt's because tlv\ wen-ixrtbom m hosptals.
liit totnebesl ol their knowledge they wen- IS U>

BY MAJO

KAISA I SON ihi/f pfumtfraphrr

Relay draws hundreds
■V KtlLY CoNNin
CUNTRWUTING

mmx

Community members and JMU
students braved the cold on Saturday night to participate in Relay for
I IM
Participants gathered at Bndgetorth Stadium to take part in a number of events designed to raise money
for cancer. The evening was cold and
foggy, but a large number of people
'.till showed up to participate in the
relay, listen to speakers and watch
the ceremony.
"It was realk .old. but people
w.-rv really into it." sophomore Kami
Mendo/a said "Ihe whole experience is nothing if you compare it to
being a cancer survivor.'
Participants arrived, registered
and set up tents lor the long evening
ahead The opening .en-mom began
at 7 p.nv, and cancer sun nor- took
the first lap around the stadium. Other highlights of the ceremony included speeches from Cancel survivors
and a I.ummana teremonv where

lights were placed in paper bags in
order to honor those who have been
lost totantci

gam/ers produced games, multiple
atneerts and a Buffalo Wild Wingssponsored wing-eating contest.

"My favonte part was the l.uminaria [canenoni |, btnwtfl Ifaey tun
ott allot the lights in the stadium and

"The volunteers were gn'at.espe
daily because they fed us, and wen'
Natty enthusiastic,' Mendo/a Mid
I ast v.-ai. |\ll raised the most
money per capita out of all the re-

all vou can sec it this glowing mesophomon' Ashlev Cutshall
said. 'This year it spelled out '(ML'
HOPE.' It wasama/ing
Afterward, the n-lav itself began.
I his vear. we think that |Ml
ralaad over $188,000," Mendoza
said, "We beat what we made last
year, which is incredible."
Although mam Mu.ients retired
to their tents or homes before the
end of the n-lav. many staved until
the end.
"I stayed up the whole night,
but I had a really good time,"
Mendo/a
said.
"People
were
dropping out near the end) but
being there with others who have
been affected by cancer bonds us
together for one cause. It was |
great feeling."
in order to keep apuita high, or-

saidol hiscpenemeas aSuflUBMSe RBRSfeS
Wednesday night, the docunientan.
lost
BOW ol Sudan" was shown in [raiiMuoiis. Ilh'
dtx.-ument.iry followed ifas BVCBOl IVter I Hit and
Santino Chuor who were among llh«se forced to
flee Sudan during the rebel upnsmg in the south
th.it killed at least 2 million and displaced over 4

2D years old Dut .inti Chuor U*>k very different

million people in the early l**1^
I Hit said, 'The L'.V tails us l.rst boys because
they found us without parents VYc an- going to
the I mled States because wc are the future of the
Sudan."

ao blade, DuiaakL

In August of 2001 tl*' bovs k-ft tt>r the Nafta
to find work ami an edmation to send mtMie\'
and support back to their remaining lamih and

panancethe) readied the I nsMdSMsa DutlsB
Dallas tor Kansas to enroll in lugh school, uliere
he ensued si a juntos t huor slaved m i kaOaa and
worked Uie night shift at a plaetks tactorv
People |ust look at me I look BOOdd 1 veil
the black peODM look at DM dittervntk; I am |uat
Santino said IK- anticipated an easier time in
the I nit.\i States When vou come lvn\ vou
make it alone," he said.
Peter also grappled with trying tO tit m
with Ins new .lassmates I K-spile speaking tour

vt REFUGEES

M ACUoCk'd

lav s 111 ma antue osuntry i his i sec
172 teams signed up, giving |Ml! tin*
edge to heat what they raised last
year.
Gutshall said that the experience was enlightening because it
involves JMU banding together
and branching out to the community.
Cutshall said the feeling in the
stadium tin Saturday night was aweinspiring.
"Even though we live in this tight
little |MU bubble, when it really matters is when we come together ami
branch out into the community," she
said. "Rela\ tor I ife really reaches
out to people because t ant er is something that we all have to deal with at
some point in time.''

AMV

I'AII.KSC

>v MMor phMofnplm

Uym Class Heroes performed Friday night at The Pub during this
■rear's MACRoCk.

.
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weedeater/blower-vac from the Convocation
Center at an unknown time.

and debit cards, driver's license and cash Irom
UREC April 3 between 9:45 and 10 15 p.m.

I un DfMH

■

A JMU employee reported the theft ol six gray

Communication
Conference

tended wallet containing a JAC Card, credit

1.m-»4kildjll

■

A JMU

A JMU student reported the thett ol an unat-

|«taC«Ut
UkUSMHi

■

Larceny
thony-Seeger Hall April 3 between 7am and
11 p.m.

krllyl.th.-i

■

Events Calendar

ran n smt warm

rugs, valued at approximately S400, from An-

\1.n. ( UOl)
Itiuti t .(nnlmjn

■

DUKE DAYS

and cash Irom a secured locker at UREC April
4 between 9 45 a.m. and 10:25 p.m.

BY AI.K IASTI

( JIU- White

Ntiirnl'j.k

■

i

(.ritum N.-JI
IfikPiUct
\l.in Nlftwfcl

employee

reported the theft of a

Property Damage
A JMU student reported a broken faucet in a
study lounge sink, which sprayed water and
caused approximately $500 in damage April
6 at 2:44 am

Drunk in Public

A JMU student reported the theft ol an unat-

A non-student was charged with drunk in pub-

tended LG9800 cell phone, valued at $650,

lic at D-Lot April 4 at 1.42 a.m.

Irom the Mr. Chips area basketball court April

RaVfH *«icnrVsrr>
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A JMU student reported theft ol clothing. CDs

POLICE LOG

NUtth.w M.-..
■

THE BREEZE

Number ol drunk in publics since Aug. 29:71

1 between 3 and 4 p m

The off-campus
health center

The 28th annual communications conterence will be held
April 12 to 14. beginning with
the keynote address at 7 p.m
on April 12 in the Festival
Center Grand Ballroom. Participants will present crttcisms
ol media, lilm and advertising
related to issues ol today's society. For more information on
individual events, contact Regan Watt at hiattm

NCW AT

ALSO OUT- Avail reissues, Edwin McCain. Albert

PLAN 9/

Lee Toby Keith, Mobb Deep, Saves the Day and more!

«40 -.,« .,-!>-

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-HM "\
iMiimfl
ii
Of

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996
755-A l .1 II i r i 11 Ave. Next to Hardee's

What A Record
Store Should Be!

umiiitimif «i

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
ome/enews Qhot mail, com
Aril and Entertainment Desk:
540)568-3151
oree/earfsOhofmaf' com
Sports Desk:

No Appointment
Necessary

NEW i USED COi • DVDs • }imt% • NOVELTIES ■ VINYL • fcocki • VIDEOS • FREE spetul orfcn
■«K «ceuonri • mourns • INDIES . iaporis' tURO-TO FIND HUSK • optn 7 dari'

mVrW.PIAN9MUSIC.CuM

Special Student Rate'

2 Locations

braezesportsOhotmail. com
Opinion Desk:
(5401 568-3846
bnezeoptnionQhotmail. com
Photo/Graphics:
540) 568-8041
breozophotoOhotman.com
breezegraphtcsQhotmaii. com

Secure
Facilities

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Starting Pay S8.25/hr + Bonuses
No Certifications needed to apply I

TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOWI
CertificotJOns Include. Lifeguard. Fir»t AktfCPR.
AED. Oxygon & WntorPartl Training

'5

Currently Certified - Now Hiring!

First Time Donors

- Bonus Incentives -

Pc»*»*fit ttm roupon on you« first v.tt

^>y

(^

• Up to $250 during Holiday s/Poak Times
• Extra SSOrWeek for working 6 shifts
• Monthly Attendance (Jun-Aug)
• Employee Referrals S10O

Donate plasma
It's easy & simple

BioLife

540-801-0672

Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939

Call for an appointment today

Get application onlme@www.massresortjobs.com

r.'.'.V.'rl-ll-ilK HI PSD

HG&G

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reporting news involving the camput and local community The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights

•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchoneiewelrv.com

The gift you give this
year could be lite.

269 ..uty Onvf
Harnionburg, VA2280I

Ads Manager: Meghan CDonnel
Assistant Ada Manager
Bryan Pops
Specialty Advertising Executive:
Lola Stzemore
Ads Design Lead: Tyler Adams
Ad Executives: Dana Fore. Gabs
Rodriguez Doug Parvts MicheSs
Sorm. Akuandra McNair. 04
Harrison
Ad Designers: Lara Egbert. Chns
Swsoksr. Enc Trott. Nuls Mima.
BnanSostax

This Week $6500

Donate plasma

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

ADVERTISING
STAFF

GIA Certified Diamond I. lOCts. VVS2 H
Platinum O.I6Cts. Diamond Setting
Total Diamond Height l.26Cts.

Private Storage Rooms
433-1000

CLASSIFIEDS

■ How to place a classified Go lo
ihebreeze.org and die* on the classified link or come into the office weetcKi between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
ast $5 00 tor the first 10 words. $3
for each additional 10 words, boxed
classified, $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday
issue
■Classifieds must be paid m advance
m The Breeze office

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

i& MINI STORAGE
24-7 Access

Fax: (540| 568-6736

Contact Us

Editor: Matthew Stoss
(5401 568-6749
breezoeditor&hotmail. com
stossmr

EmereJC

The Braoxa
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (5401 568-6127

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mornings and distributed
mrougnout James Madison University
and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Matthew Stoss editor
Main Telephone:
(5401 568-6127
Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

BRAND

MAILING ADDRESS

cr&ntit for a9«y/z/?/wc

J*

farm, and making your own
fuel from plants'?

GEOG 450 / ISAT 480:

In*
n*v§ X\f»g>li
May 8'"-19l"
3 Credits, No Prerequisites

Qpeim Is In
1 da Air3!
Fed
1 ho Freeze.
load
1 ho Breeze.

>>
For all JMU stud&rtts...
This intensive, int
xpiiricnct.' hriiHjs
together enei—
"I to
explore renewvariety of social, cultural, and political perspectives
through lectures, workshops, and rield trips.
Contact Dr. Karim /\lt. m for more information
(568-2966), or check out the class' website:
www.jmu.edu/cisat/news/iahclass.hlml

i

v.

v

***

Dominic Desmond. l-.ditor
k.ii h,in.i I )i\ii. Editor

CAMPUS

Mary Czarsty. Assistant hditor
breezenews<& hottruiH .com
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A Holocaust survivor tells his tale
»v RACMANA Dun
MEM mrroR
Thursday evening, in his stvond appear
ana- at JMU for Holocaust Remembrance Week,
Holocaust survivor Alex l.ebenstein made it
clear that even survivor has his or her own story

tolafl
It a cat has HUH- lues, 1 musl've had twenty"
■id lebenstein, who survived Knstallnacht or
"Night of the Broken Cilass," two ghettos two
concentration camps and (our slave labor camps
Lebenstein was born in 1927 in Haltem,
.i small town irf 14,000 people in northwest
Germany, and said no one believed in the 1930s
that Hitler would come to DOWtf
"He was a housepainter," Lebenstein said.
However, he said, in themid-to-lateMOs, Hitler's
influence on Germany was becoming increasingly
apparent. In 1937, Hitler gave an order to forcibly
remove all foreigners from the country.
"Anti-N-nutism was taught for the past
two thousand vears." Lebenstein said. "The
fundamentals [for Hitler's takeoverl were already
there."
I hen. on NOV 9, I1***, knstallna, ht WfJ||
into full force across Germany, pillaging and
destroying Jewish houses, neighborhoods and
synagogues. U'benstein was 11 years old.
"When VOU'n? eleven vears old," he said,
"You live a protected lite. You can tell when
something's wmng."
I elvnstein MM hi and his family kept thinking that maybe the Nazis would not come to
their small town, since the wealthiest people
lived in large cities
But on Nov. 10 amund 3 p.m., Lebenstein
said, the noise came closer
"They told us our synagogue was being
burned," he said. Standing bv his father,
Lebenstein's hand held in his, he said he saw
people his age pillaging |ewish houses
"That was the first time I ever felt my father's
hand perspire," l>ebenstein said.
Within the next few minutes, [.ebenstein's
father was beaten, his army medals were crushed
into pieces and their house was looted for valu-

able belongings
"lKnMallnacht| has become my nightman1,"
lebenstein said. "How amid you ever forget, when you're eleven years old, and you go
through thatr
After his family's house was destroyed,
U'benstein never returned home. In January 1942,
he was transported from a ghetto to his first camp
and was transported to different concentration
camps and slave labor camps until his liberation
1 le said the thought of his mother being alive kept
him going for all those vears
I'll admit," U'benstein said, "1 was really a
mama's boy." He was the youngest child out of
four, his three older siblings all female.
lebenstein was liberated bv Russian troops
in March 1945.
However, he said, "I don't remember being
particularly joyful because I was too sick." He was
battling his second bout of typhus at the time and
was heavilv infested with lice. Lebenstein said he
stayed in the hospital with Russian doctors for a
few weeks until he was cured of his ailments.
Iventually, lebenstein ended up in the
United Suites when oneot his older sisters found
him on the survivor list in the latter part of 1946.
He said he was reluctant to go, though.
"In my childlike mind, I expected |my sisters|
to do more to save us" he said. But at the persistent demands ot his sister, he ended up fulfilling
her request to come to the United States.
Since moving here, lebenstein has been back
to Germany three times. He goes to Germany in
onler to spread tolerance and educate students
on the Holocaust, since many do not like to
speak of the atnmtiev
"Am I going to give up on these kids? No
way," he said.
Lebenstein is sei to go to Germany again this
May his fount visit since l4**^. He said he also
hopes to continue speaking in the United States,
about his expenences.
"I prayed in the car aiming up here today,"
lebenstein said. "You know why? I don't
know why I'm still alive."
After a moment of thought, he added with
a smile, "Well, mavbe for this

hVIN SHOAP stnuv ftniitrapher

Holocaust survivor Alex Lebenstein speaks about Krlstallnacht during his Holocaust Remembrance
Week presentation. He was only U years old when Hitler's Final Solution started in Germany.

Harrisonburg elections Project heralds dangers
show sparse JMU turnout of Alaskan oil drilling
■Y COUEEN PETTIE
CONTKBiniSCtoRITIR

A quick glance at the voter registration list indicates few JMU students .ire registered to vote in
Harrisonburg elections.
SGA President Wesli Spencer (Sr.) explained
that not being registered to vote is a trend among
people in the age range of 18 to 24.
"In college you don't feel the direct effects of
your vote," Spencer said. "Whereas when you're
older, you have an income and a family and you
can see the outcome of your vote "
Of all the Virginia schools. |\1L has the MCond-highest voter registration among students,
but not when it comes to registering locally. Spencer attnbuted this to a matter of convenience. For
instance, if a student dt»es not have a car, he or she
cannot travel to the site where voting is held, liven
if he or she has a car, they have to figure out where
the site is and how to find it.
"It's easier to mail in a ballot," he said. "Over
the four years, students see themselves as ,i transient population.'
Senior Amanda |uhas, a resident of Northern Virginia, said that it is more convenient for
her to vote using an absentee ballot rather than
establish -esidencv in Harrisonburg and vote
here.
"I'm not going to go home to vote," |uhas said.
Katie Raich, a senior from Warrenton, said
she is not registered to vote locally because
she plans to leave Harrisonburg after she
graduates.
"College is .i time to develop one's idenlitv.
leadership skills and personal career goals,"
Raich said "People .ire focused on other things.
It should matter more, but if a new tax law is
going to be passed, people think 'Who cues'
It doesn't affect me. I don't have to pa\ taxes
until I graduate.'"
Spencer believes there could be a major shin
in how the local community sees |MU students

if more people vote locally. "We'd have a lot of
influence in how the city develops because the
town is small," he said. "A couple thousand votes
could do a lot."
"I'm not a resident hen', so it's not really my
business," Raich said. "Harrisonburg to a lot of
people is just the medium for the college experience '
Thmugh Virginia21, SGA encourages students to vote by attempting to show the benefits
and providing a medium for students to vote in
elections.
SGA voter turnout in 2006 and 2005 elections
wen? 17 percent, compared to 21X14 when they
were 13 percent and 2003 when 20 percent of students at JML voted for SGA ot lues
Sophomore Gretchen Swartzbaugh voted in
(lie s iA elections and is active with the Harrisonburg community through her service fraternity.
However, she said the Ifl DION inten-sted in SGA
than Harrisonburg as far as voting is concerned,
and is not registered to vote in the area.
A 2002 survey on avicifOulh.com said 42 percent ot students in the tinted States think candidates would ratlu-r talk to older, wealthier citizens
III Older to gam their vote, rather than students
"What would the Harnsonburg candidates do
for me if I voted for them?" S'wart/baugh said m
rWerence to city council elections
Senior Gina Cunvnce offered a feu solutions.
"We need to be made more aware of upcoming elections and the impact we could have on
them, whether it's through the [Mt Wel> site,
posters around i.impus. or thers on the Commons.'' C urrence said "lor example, 'this candidate tould help us have more metered parking,'
or this candidate could help us better organize
this or that.' etc."
Wesli Spencer said the SC .A has been toying with
ideas of putting booths on campus next year to
make it easier tor students lo vote
Voter registration is closed for the upcoming city council election in May.

■v

COLLEEN PETTIE

CONTRIBUTING WRJTCR

If you saw a polar bear strolling the commons
handing out fliers last week, you saw promotion
for a project to raise awareness about drilling for
oil in Alaska.
Six JMU students hope to increase knowledge
among students and the community about the effects of drilling for oil in Alaska.
Not only are these
students active in the
area, they are also
teamed up with the
Alaska
Wilderness
League in Washington, D.C., which is a
nonprofit
corporation founded in 1993
to further the protection of Alaskan nature and wildlife.
As part of a protect
for an environmental
communications class,
the group, led bv senior Sean McGrath,
prepared lo present
the him "Being Canbou" in Health and
Human Services last
Wednesday evening
and at Massanutten
Library Thursday.
"Being Caribou" is a documentary which attempts to show what drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, as President Bush is planning to do, would destroy.
In the film, newlyweds Karsten Heuer and
Leanne Allison followed the annual migration
of caribou for seven months from inland Alaska to the Arctic Ocean's shores, where the new

calves are born.
They carried a president doll with them in
order to "open his eyes" to the pristine surroundings
"By showing the him, I want people to understand how dangerous drilling is to the environment and how it affects the economy," McGrath
said. "Drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is a poor option."
"I am personally interested in this issue," McGrath said He initially became drawn
in when he worked
lor a nonpeofit environmental gntup last
summer.
McGrath wants
students to write
letters lo Representative
Goodlatte
asking him to vote
against the provision in the 2007
Budget Resolution
that allows drilling
in the ANWR.
I he debate over
drilling there has
been going on since
the I'Hds I he United States uses about
20 million barrels ot
I At Kt N PAI K ■ ssvcior oil a day, according
to CNN.com. Envimnmentalists argue that only 3.2 billion of the
estimated 5.7 to 16 billion barrels of oil underground in ANWR would be refinable.
Croup member junior Ashley Bronson said
her group decided to do this projed because,
"It's a hot issue right now, we've heard about
it in the news and we're all pretty Interested
in it."

SHACK-A-THON IS
Could you sit inside a
house made of
cardboard and trash
bags for 4 days?

Volleyball
tournament, movie
night, and
a cappella performances
for your entertainment!!

WE ARE!!!
Huge thanks and congratulations to all fraternities and sororities that are helping
to raise money for Bush-Clinton Katrina Fund and
creating homelessness awareness.
It's on RIGHT NOW behind the Festival Conference and Student Center.
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ELECTION: Eickel
hopes for productive year
1111 TtON, fromfnmi
"It's lik»- in hij'h Khool
M.m we're goma put i iukci ihi' i.ilrtrn.i it \.tu VOM
for me." FOffQStef said Uiu^liI didn't think .invthing
A,is relevant to nn litteiieui <>r
mvds."
He .IIM> tell the whole pr»*CCM WM nrrvc-tMcking.
I uiukln't ivalk morvthan a
luindrvd tivt without .»m one hatsttncmeon Fhundajt" IK-said.
rhough * *ri K i tophomortj
which he saya watan additional
hurdle, I ukol nonrthdcM fools
I( nt about next yeai
" I here's MI much I'd like to
: iplish. ' I [dke! S.lld "But
again, i only have om year. I
ha\ e an umbraila platform."
Both candidate! held a variet) or offices In tha past. Powell
has been involved with SGA for
three wars and would not say if
he would continue next war
"I'll have to take a step back
and sea how mv senior vear

goes,' Powell said.
Along with being a senator since 2004, Eickel held both
freshman and sophomore class
president seats. He said he's
learned a lot through his career
and campaign.
"I've met a lot of students."
he said. "I can recogni/e people now That was the greatest
thing about it all.'
Fickel and Powell have not
ruled out seeking higher political offices alter graduation.
1 don't think I'm tall
enough to be president," Powell said, "but maybe a CODgrtwnin or senator."
Eickel said he's always
joked about the idea of running for president.
Its l(
possibility, but there's a lot of
drama in American politics,"
he said.
Eickel thinks he would feel
more comfortable being a president in an academic community

UktJMU.

THE BREEZE

REFUGEES: Stories shared
KEFVGEES, from front
languages and succeeding in
his classes, he was disappointed
when he'didn't make the
basketball team. Social
gatherings and Bible study were
also difficult. "I am like a poor
person among rich children.
What can 1 do among them?"
he asked.
Both Dut and Chuor remained determined to contribute
something to their homeland.
While taking a video course on
electricity, Chuor said, "Maybe
I'll be the one who brings electricity back to our village."
"1 didn't come here for this
beautiful house and car, I came
hen? to do something for my
people," Dut said.
After the documentary, two
former refugees. John Majok and
Bui Dut talked to the audience
about their experiences.
"We all have similar stones
with differences in the details,'
said Majok. "We were all forced
to leave our homes at a young
age, and see things we did ntrt
want to see."

Majok recently graduated
from the University of An/ona
and Dut is currentlv enrolled at
community college in \ortolk
They expressed a similar desire
as Dut and Chuor did to give
something back to their country.
"We will not let this happen
to the future generation of the
Sudan," Dut said. While he suffered the loss of his parents and
his oldest bn>ther, he is working
to earn enough money to reunite
with his remaining brothers and
sisters.
Majok worked as a congressional intern in 20tM and helped
pass the Genocide Act. Both encouraged the audience to wnte
to their congressmen and let
them know that it is important to
Americans that the terms of the
act be fulfilled. "This is the time
to do it We are talking about human life/' Majok said.
When asked if he ever
planned on returning to the Sudan. Majok replied, "If you go
back and you cannot help, it
doesn't matter. You go back if
you can change and help."

Tabula Rasa
massage therapy
Located in Dramatix

Swe«t*rs

lie * l'ai.ima> * Lingerie * Handbags * .lewclry

l>o\\ ntou n Si;mnlon. \ \

S 40-213-0878

MADISON MANOR

Starting a new job? Going to grad school? Traveling overseas?
PROVE YOU'VE HAD YOUR SHOTS!
The University Health Center recommends
that you request a copy of your

2-3 Bedrooms Available
$640 - $705

Immunization
Record

(Furnished & Unfurnished Still Available)

before graduation!

Convenient to Area Colleges
and Area Business

434-5150
COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

715 Port Republic Road
llarrisonburg, VA 22801
\\ \\ w, cbcllinkhouscr.com
in low cbctlinkhouscr.com

To request your records, please submit a signed,
completed Medical Records Release Form to
University Health Center, Medical Records,
MSC 7901 (Fax H 540.568.6176). Find the Medical
Release Form online at www.jmu.edu/healthctr
Your request will be processed within 7 business days
of receiving the completed lorm.

An Equal Oppoitunty Company
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Qnt-tionrt (340) 368-«17B
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The Honorable Modibo Ocran
Justice of the Supreme Court of Ghana
Dean's Club Professor Emeritus, University of Akron
School of Law; Former Senior Political Officer,
United Nations Protection Force for the ex-Yugoslavia
(UNPROFOR)

Rules: Fill in the grid with (he numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: # $ # $ $
© 2006 bruinfreezepii:;U\xvm

speaking on

Nation-Building, Civil Wan, and
Conflict Resolution in Africa

^WnessPass/^

Wednesday, April 12, 2006
HHS230I
7:00 PM
Sponsored by the Nelson Institute with tuppon from the (Mfice of the
Special Assistant to the President and the (Wire of International PniRram
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Mike& Jon
Sales
540-337-3676
MTuWF 8-5

Dan & Karl

Service
540-337-3686
Monday- Friday

Saturday 10-4
108 Kerry Lane • Staunton. VA 24401 •www.toreignaffairs.us
/ 'i n c/ right the first lime - ON TIMF

The University Health Center
Student Employee
Week
■
The University Health Center offices would like to
thank all of our students for their hard work
throughout the year.

Graduate Assistants
Laura Boyd
John Dewell
Danielle Wynn
Jimmy Kelly

Student Employees
Brenna Kennedy, Women's Resource Center
Stephanie Roberts, Women's Resource Center
Lauren Maz/otta, Women's Resource Center
Michelle Poling, Office of Health Promotion
Gessica Homsany, Office of Health Promotion
Liz Gallon, Office of Health Promotion
Kendall Woodard, Office of Health Promotion
Alii McKnighton, Office of Health Promotion
Linclsey Cramer, Office of Health Promotion
Maria Thomas, Health Center

Jesus Christ was a liar.
Either thai or a complete, raving lunatic. Oh yeah, there's one other
option (and only one): He was and is Cod. just as he claimed.

Many people prefer to think he was a good moral
teacher, but if you think through it, that's not logically
possible. Jesus, in the midst of a fiercely monotheistic
culture, through his actions and overt statements claimed
to be God in the flesh.
If the claim was false, then either Jesus knew that, or
he didn't. If it was false and he knew it, then by his
intentional deception he has scammed the world with the
greatest hoax ever conceived. Liars don't tend to make
particularly good moral teachers.
If, on the other hand, he honestly was convinced in
his own mind that he was God (and wasn't) then it's
pretty clear that he was a lunatic. If your roommate
really thought she was God, what would you think of her?
The only remaining possibility, as implausible as it
sounds, is that the claim was true: Jesus really is God. He
really does love you. And he really can forgive your sins.
Liar, Lunatic, or Lord. Can you think of another
option?

What do you believe?

Kudo's for a job well done!

Campus Crusade for Christ • Thursdays at 8:00pm • HHS 2301
email: infoCa'jmucru.com

OPINION

Brian Goodman. Editor
brrezeopiniim@hnlinail.iimi
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JMU not immune from the town-gown dichotomies destroying Duke

Hw<tn^ MMUN A± JutmumMtm

POf those of us willing to get out of our
little college bubble long enough to watch
the evening news, the sordid tale coming
out of Duke University is all too familiar.
Cocky, loaded white lacrosse players allegedly rape and sodomize a black stripper from the impoverished surrounding
community during a party, and all hell
breaks loose. The allegatioas, exacerbated
by the shockingly violent e-mail written
by one of the players regarding next steps
(it involves murdering and skinning the
strippers while ejaculating "in my Dukelssue spandex"), has blown the tup off the
crock pot. In the wake of the accusations,
the underlying dichotomy of dass, race
and education surrounding Duke University has broken to the surface.
As fascinatingly revolting the story may
be, we at JMU cannot watch the goings-on
in Durham, N.C, from the same detached
point of view that we watch "American
Idol" or Katie Couric; unlike much of what
makes it into the news, the catastrophe at
Duke could have happened here.
lames Madison University is positioned in a very similar situation to Duke.
Racially, our homogenous, pale-faced
student body is increasingly at odds with
the community. Even more incongruous,
however, is the comparative wealth of

the students juxtaposed with the chicken-processing town. |MU is located in the
middle of an agricultural and manufactunng area, and admits thousands with
703 area codes. And of course, the educational divide between the school and the
town further aggravates the situation.
Making matters worse, however, is the
fact that JMU is, in large part, the nerve center, for the dty of Harnsonburg. Wal-Mart
didn't build two SuperCenters within a
five-mile radius of the Quad for the farmers and the mountain people. 1 ne campus
has spread like a cancer throughout the
ivnter of Harrisonburg, to the point thai
we are now exercising eminent domain
to take over buildings on Harnsonburg's
Main Street. People can't even drive down
the only interstate connecting the town
ti» the rest of the world without passing
under "James Madison University Boulevard," and the nationally recognized gym
that they aren't allowed to use.
Isolated though we may be from the
Blue Devil disaster, JMU is not immune
to the race, dass and educational divides
that have flared up following the rape allegations. Though we have uunkfully not
had such a deplorable incident to push the
community to the breaking point, it will be
far worse for us if — or when — we do.

Dining room etiquette a lost art in present day
■v TRAO Cox
cosTwatmNC *wn*
Ah, the college pursuit of wooing. Despite my plan to take an lH-credit
sabbatical from trie Pandora's box of baggage wecall "dating," my dashing
good looks and promising literary merits were undeniable. I was recently
obliged to have been asked out by several young
men — a few of whom I thought were potentially
liRI I /I
reputable and that 1 mav have enjoyed fraternizing
l'i iM-i < ITVES with—after all, my most intimate relationship this
year has been with Chaucer and a frigid Pcmer.
The ambience, the mood, the small talk —
each date I went on seemed to start off normally And then the food came.
Suddenly I found myself in a Stephen King novel as I sat across the table
from whom could be the guy from "Amencan Werewolf in London."
As I mercilessly gawked at the camivonms creature before me, I could
not help but think, "where have all our table manners gone?"
It gets worse. Now, I'm not saying that it's inappropriate to show hunger (or severe starvation, as it seemed was mv date's problem) or even to
make shght intonations of delight while chomping away. But when it gets
to the point where you not only have both elbows on your table, your
napkin tucked in your shirt and you sound like Frankenstein, there's a
problem. I'm not sure if he was raised bv a pack of wolves or not, but this
lack of respect for me — the person I thought he was trying to impress
— and for everyone else within earshot is completely ndiculous.
This is not simply a reflection on college students, males or my awful dates in general. This issue speaks for our entin- nation and the overwhelming dedine in etiquette and table manners from which we are
suffenng. Not only is our diet horrendous, the actual method in which

we eat is despicable. What ever happened to the precedent set by our
favorite dassic TV shows like "Leave it to Beaver?"
While you probably can't call me an expert, I have been eating for
quite some time — successfully too. Here are some simple guidclm*-.
for all you people who eat a normal meal like you're in the world hot
dog-eating contest. First like the song says, just put it in your mouth. It's
not that problematic — actually, it's probably more difficult to miss. If
you're really that hungry, you should be paying more attention to where
your predous meal is going. Secondly, if you do happen to miss the giant orifice that yini have been
shoving God-knows-what into
for about 20 years, don't make
up for it by salvaging crumbs.
They're not that important and
I'm sure your fellow food-mongenng friends would let you
steal a bite off their plate if you asked nicely. Lastly, don't ever eat off
someone else's plate unless invited. I can't tell you now charmed I was
as my date proceeded to pick at the debns embedded between his choppers and inquired — all while his hand molested my plate — if I wanted
the rest of my chips. And rust for the record, no, I wasn't finished.
I will never forget the image of his sharp teeth vidouslv ripping apart
his burger, or the arduous process of licking his fingertips in order to pick
up the crumbs from the bactena-infested table. Most deeply seared into
my brain would be the nauseating experience of aerodynamic pieces of
food that showered the vidnity — and me — as he incessantly gabbed
with his mouth full. These dates continue to haunt me as I sit here staring at my untouched sandwich. Next time, I'm wearing a poncho.
Tract Cox is a freshman English major.

Where have all our
table manners gone?

Zacarias Moussaoui does not deserve to die
■r GARRETT HOOE
CUmWWUTMC WRlTff
You did it this time, Zacanas Moussaoui.
In a display of brilliance onlv a suicide terrurit could be capable of, you admitted to conspinng with al-Qaeda
to hijack airplanes and
IIRI I /I
fly them into our buildings, built and filled by
PhRSI'H ITVES
hard-working Ameri■
caas who would love
nothing mow than to have a base-ball bat and
five minutes alone with you.
Like Jim Smith. Smith's wife, Moira, was
called up to the front lines that September
morning. Her New York Police Department
unit was one of the first on the scene to help
victims, and she was actually photographed
helping a bloody businessman to safety snortly before the south tower collapsed on her
and the asthma victim she was treating on the
third floor. When one hundred floors of building come down on you, there are no remains
Smith's daughter, only a year old at the time,
never got to know her hemic mother.
Or maybe Tony Sanseviro, a member of the
Fire Department of New York, would like to
have a few words with you. I us longtime friend
and f el tow firefighter, Dan Suhr was rendered

IRU!nil

%

unconscious as he advanced toward the burning towers. After your buddies flew into the
towers, the choice of the people trapped above
was only one of how they would die. Many
chose to jump. One particular person decided
that lumping was their only option and landed
on Suhr traveling at about 1211 miles per hour.
After being unconscious for a period of time,
Suhr died at a nearby hospital. Sanseviro said
of witnessing his fnend's cause of death that
"(You| kind of lose your will to live."
There were other stories too — stories of
a Vietnamese immigrant who said coming to
the
United
States to Ivf
was one of his
greatest gifts
who
would
ultimately be
killed at the
Pentagon.
A
software engineer
who
had emigrated
from India expected to be back in Lt» Angeles by
lunchtime on Sept 11,2101, his wife said, but his
flight out irf Boston ended up in the north tower.
I H-spitc the prosecution trying its best to
get you off the hook bv bungling witness testimony, the nidge showed some common sense

... You could spend
all eternity with
your 40 virgins. I
say we make you
wait a while.

and decided that the case should continue. The
jury found that you are eligible for the death
sentence, but I think that would let you ofl etft
After all, in your backward view of the Muslim faith you claim to practice, HN |ust mat
be considered a martyr if you fry in the chair
Then you could spend all eternity with your 40
virgins. I say we make you wait a while.
You deserve a life sentence, Zacanas. As
much as Amencans want your blood, you dedared in the courtroom a week ago that we
would never get it. Well, you're right, at least
for now. If you believe half of what you say,
rotting in an Amencan |.ul cell would wm to
be the worst thing for vou. That should give
you time to think about missing your opportunity to join Mohammed Atta and the other
18 terrorists on Sept. 11 and how in reality
you an1 a failure even to those who believed
in you. Clearly, you wen* not meant to be
blessed bv Allah, because you were arrested a
month before the attacks. You never completed your "holy mission," in fact if the FBI had
been on their toes, you would have screwed it
up for everyone. That thought should gnaw
on you during your sure-to-be-pleasant stay
at a maximum-secunty federal prison
Those virgins should have to wait a
couple years.
Carrrtt Hooe K a senior political M in e tnajor

E-maU darts and pats lo
I miw 111 - ■ IH It 111 III J > H M

Darn A Pan are submitted anon\muu\lx and primed nn a tpareawiUibte
batii Submission* are bated upon one perum'\ opinion of a *ii*n uiualum.
perton <>r event and do not neceuaritv reflect the truth

A "thanks-for-brightening-my-week" pat to whoever posted
the handwritten note "You are beautiful" above the scale in the
women's locker nx>m at UREC.
From a soplwmore ivho appreciates those wlio understand tliat not
everyone has the body of a supermodel.

A' triple-the-trtickness-or-tnpli'-the-quantiry'' dart to Festival
for charging $1.09 for two paper-thin slivers of bacon.
From a hungry student iWm loirs her pork products but cant stomach
paying so much for what wouldn 't amount to a lulf-ttaspoon of loam bits.

A "you-are-whatVwrong-with-America'' dart to the uptight
daddy's giri who threatened to "slap a lawsuit on someone's butf'
for an errant throw of a Frisbee on the Quad.
From a senior guy ivho relaxes by tossing on the Quad, loonders where
tlte days of peace and free love went andsaysyou can slap his butt anytnne.

A 'thanks-for-the^mce-wim^-smile" pat to the three Campus Cadets who not only walked me to my car, but scraped the host
off the windows while insisting I sit in the car and stay warm.
From a grateful late-night studying gal wlio not only values her
safety, but your kindness and dedication too.

A "he's-only-held-the-office-since-before-you-were-born"
dart to Ihe senior quoted in The Breeze who thought that "not
a lot uf people know who (George Allen) is."
From an alumnus uho hopes Hat this student is not accurate in liis obserzahon of Hie fwlthatl auareness and invohrmenl of Hie current student body.

A ' way-to-assume-everyone-will-binge-drink-on-their-21stbirthday" dart to Dave's Tavema for not serving my roommate a
single drink because she was not 21 years old plus one day.
From a disappointed roommate wlio xoas excited to take the birthday krdout at midnight, only to find tluit Dave's taws were not the same
as tlie Commonwealth of Virginia's.

Greek Week 2006
10:

Diursdav. Aoril 13:

Jngled Out
6:30 pin
Festival Ballroom

(.reck Sing:
Doors open: .5:30 pm
Godwin Gym

invk I etterot
Scholarship Day

Tickets are ,S.">.00
(cash only)

Wednesday. Aoril 12:
Commons Dav:
10 am - 2 pin
"Hie Commons
JMI Bands Showcase:
S pm - 10 pm

TDD

No Book hags or food dunk
is-permitted inside the gym.

Benefiting the Gulf Coasl
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Former SGA member sees need for change
I'd like U> thank TV Brvrzr for Iheir coverage of the
current mess that is the JMU Student Government. As
an '05 alumnus who was also a member of SGA for
three-and-a-half years and a former minor elections
chair, I find it appalling that SGA is no longer willing
to step up and be the professional organization mat it
was when I first came to JMU. For the last two-anda-half years that I spent in the SGA. I cannot tell you
how many meetings we had to adjourn because we
didn't have enough people to make quorum. There
were no competitive senate elections tor the 2003-'04
yeat when I was the chairperson. If there's no competition to get a seat there's no pride or reeling of responsibility as a senator. Threats of kicking people out
Of the senate because of poor attendence were and still
are meaningless, and yet I'm sure the SGA is still complaining and wondering what to do to make quorum
and to make people fulfill their commitments Once
SGA starts taking responsibility and making the tough
decisions the organization was created to do, then perhaps they'd get more respect from the student body
and their own members. What's the point of wasting
money and time to even have elections where virtually anyone who applied can get in? If s time for SGA
members to stop worrying about themselves and their
chances of moving ahead in the organization, and to
actually do something that will better JMU. Because as
I understood it when I joined SGA, that was the point.
Until then, keep up the good work!
Kellie Hanlon
class of 2005

Awareness week highlights global safety threat
This week at JMU, the Mine Action Information

Center (mak.fmuedul a world-renowned information
clearinghouse on landmines that too few students realize is on campus, will host landmine Awareness Week
to help educate the public about the threat that persistent landmines continue to pose around the world.
The explosive remnants from past wars along with
ethnic conflict, insurgent movements and even narcoterrorism, have contributed to this problem, resulting
in an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 casualties worldwide
- casualties that in many oases occurred long after formal fighting ended. Too many villages, schools, dinics,
roads and farmlands are rendered "off limits.'" due to
mines that are dangerous and difficult to remove.
Landmines are an ever-present danger to trxHe who
have no choice but to live in communities littered with
the debris of war. They block social and economic recovery, preventing humanitarian aid from reaching thene
who need it meat Marry communities do not have the
means to deal with the presence of landmines and survivors of landmine acbdento do not receive the medical
treatment and rehabilitation services they require.
Why should Americans care? After all, the United
States is not mine-affected. Well homeland security
begins with international security and helping countries dean up their landmine problem is not only the
right thing to do, it fosters a more secure world for
everyone. Communities that are cleared and restored,
stay that way. Humanitarian mine action is one of the
few success stories in development assistance. This is
one problem that can be solved in years, not decades.
Craig Finkelstein
junior international affairs major
Students' help at fair made dentists smile
»
Every year, the Harrisonburg / Rockingham County
Dental Society hosts a Dental Health Fai r. It is a nonprof-

Texa*> Hold'em Tue^dayj
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Buy' one lunch buffet_____
with adrink8c

7 days a week
Call for delivery.- 54O-438-9093

leave
Yoor
Hark!

GET ONE FREE
■>_„.„ present tbit coupon •
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1SAT graduate m
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in
The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. Letters
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a
phone number for vertficatton and can be e-mailed tc
bmezeopinion@hotmai.com or marled to MSC 6805
G1. Anthony-Seeger Hal, Harnsonburg. VA 22807.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length or grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion ot the editorial
board as a whole, end it not necossanly the opinion ol
any individual staff member of The Breeze

Shirt war further divides campus
Unfortunately, it seems our culture has kist the desire for discourse. We attach ourselves so firmly and
personally to our beliefs that whenever someone voices
any opposition, we immediately go on the defensive.
Case in point is the "shirt war." On Monday, one is likely
to see red shirts declaring "Conservative? Fine bv Me,"
which is a take-off twi the upcoming "Gay? Fine by Me"
campaign supporting the homosexual community.
At such a time, when someone is saying what they

Editonal Board
Matthew Stoss. editor in chief
Caite White, managing editor
Bnan Goodman opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessanly
reflect the opinion of the newspaper this staff, or
James Madison University

jewelry

Is giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing their T-Shirt

THURSDAY APRIL 13m 4:00 pan.
on the QUAD
Don't have a T-Shirt. Visit us downtown at 75 Court Square next to Bank of America

who will it be

this year?
»^

all together one.
a community gathering
Tuesday, April 11 • 12 noon
All Together One Circle
Rain Location: Crafton Stovall Theatre
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Jhe Perfect
PerfectCure
The
Cure For
For Your
Your Saturday Mane
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David M Kenee
D.D.S., Harrisonburg

believe loud and proud, please stay calm and listen. N< matter how self-assured you are, there will always be
another view to consider, some new blend *tf right am
wrong. Still, we still need to strive for a progress of ideas
something that requires civil, open debate with respec
to all sides. Whether we agree with the opposition or
not, who are we to judge without seeing the issues frorr
arrther's eyes? Stubbornness will ruin anv thought am
breed nothing but ignorance. Regardless of what afar
shirt someone may have on, resist the urge to screan
and shout show some humility ami try and to under
stand each other before declaring a nght and wn flg,

Chuck Norrls Double Punches on the Weekends

Open Mic Wednesdays
Live $azz Saturdays

^C^;;:i-^" EVERY Sunday morning...
"Create-your-own Saturday
Beverage
Bar"
95 South Main St.
Hangover
-„TT-"A?-"*"
540-442-9923

it free event which provides games and information
tailored to children and their parents cm the subject of
dental health. Over 50 dentists and dental auxiliary personnel volunteered while over 540 children and parents
attended. I ne event was a run time while providing an
informative opportunity in dental health education
A new facet this year worth specific mention was
the contribution of 10 JMU pre-dental students. These
students volunteered their time that day to assist in
running the fair, and their enthusiasm was evident to
all. The dentists who took part noted how smooth! v
many of the activities ran with an extra set of hands.
Parents too, commented on the excellent organization
of the fair. But the greatest effect was enhancement of
the experience the children received. When the children note that adults of all ages, both men and women, are engaged in dental hearth it sends the message
that this is worthwhile and important stuff.
The dentists of Harnsonburg and Rockingham
County would like to express their thanks to these
students for their eagerness to support community
endeavors. We encourage them to continue this high
level of involvement in years to come.

www.alltogetherone.org

A&E

Kelly l-ishcr. Edilor
Jill Yaworski. Editor
breezearts@hotmail£om

arts & entertainment
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From Madison Square Garden to James Madison University,

O.A.fc
m Knu FISHFR
teVl mnoK

The jam-packed Convocation Center erupted as
O.A.R. took the stage Inursdav night at
LPB's spnng a»ntvrt. I he audience's enthusiasm and energy continued throughout the band's entire two-hour set.
OAR, which stands for Of A Revolution, first came to |MU and played at Wilson
Hall in 20U1, but wen- mil bv .1 much larger audience
this time aruund.
'I his is one of the bigger pUoM we're plaung on this
tour," OA.R. saxophonist and guitarist |errv I)eI'i//o said.
Other members of O.A.R. include M.m- Roberge on vocals and guitanst Richard On, Chns Cult* on drums and Bern Cershman on ba». Michael Pans also joined O.A.R. onstage on keyboard and percussion.
Iheir current tour, sponsored b\ Playstation end Mafof League
It.isi'ball. is unlike am ot their past tours t oncertgoers had the chance to
trv out PlayStation's new game, 'MLB 'Oh: I In- Show/' which was ->et up in
the Convo outside of the gym.
Many longtime O.A.R. fans were happ\ to hear that O.A.R. would be
stopping bv (ML on their spnng tour.
"I liked them before thev got realK Mg, freshman SflM Banks s.ud.
"I've always followed them."
The members of the band, who have released seven albums since 1997,
have witnessed an evolution of their sound.
"It's been a natural progression,' I Vl'i/./osaid. "Our reggae is more reggae. Our rock is more rock I here's less of a middle ground."
They released their latest studio album, Stories of a Stranger, last September.
"Our goal for this CD was to make thecjuintessontial OAR. album," DePizzo said. "We wanted to touch all the different areas rock, ballads, radio
songs, jam-out songs."
Tney seem lu have succeeded having sold out Madison Square Garden in January. Band members remind each other of their amazing experience before every
snow.
"Our mantra nght now is 'Every night M.S.C/" DePizzo said. "Bui
we treat every show the same.'"
Though not Madison Square Garden, JML showed up in full force
Thursday night.
The band Army of Me opened the show at B p.m. with a halfhour set which included songs "Perfect,'' "Still Believe In You" and
hit "Going Thmugh Changes." which is featured on the Playstation
AAKOrS SltWAKI \r rut* ptu Ho frontier
MIIDVTL CL
»-rl_ ».r L
r-. *- i_
J i_
game MLB 06: I he Show. I he Washington, I ).C- based band perMarc Roberta of O.A.R. serenades the
formed as crowds filed into the Convo in anticipation for O.A.R.
overflowing Convocation Center crowd
Ihe quasi-local quartet who has been together since 1999, has
Thursday night at UPB's spring concert, slowly gained a following of fans. Signing on to 12 dates with O.A.R.

performs one
crazy concert
for their spring 2(106 tour will no doubt add to their fan base.
Thev wen- pretty good. " junior Sheila Nassen said
Junk* Mike Barchok added, "1 fake the atmusphen.* they bring"
As the dock turned hi 9 p.m, the Convo lights dimmed and
OAR. opened their set with "52-50," a song off their newest
afcum, Sfrrirs The flashing lights illuminated the Convocatoon Center and hyped up the crowd I VPi/yo'ssaxtiphone
solo added hi the excitement and was a great way to kick
off the show.
"It's a wonderful day today!" Roberge yelled
out to the audience, and the band transitioned inti
another upbeat Stories song, "Wonderful I )av.
After "Darah Meyod," the band played "Lay
Down," which is their latest single, as well as
DePizzo's current favonte song to perform
"It's the perfect blend between island
and rock." he said.
Umgume fans were ecstatic to hear
old favontes such as "Black Rock." "City
On IXiwn" and "I Feel Home." and they
sang almost as loud as the band. When they
slowed down a bit and played "Heard the
World," audience members held up lighters to u implete the ambiance.
Highlights from their set included an extended version of "Anyway," a cover of U2"s
"Sunday, Bloody Sunday" and Ion and
Memories."
They finished with a crowd favorite,
"Hey Girl," which Roberge joked that it
was about a girl he used to stalk.
The band came back for an encore with
"Dakota," a song about John U-nnon, and finally ended the show with a 20-minute version of their classic song, 'That Was Al'ra/\
Game of Poker."
"1 thought the sax player was amazing"
sophomore Brittany Tiplady said of DePizzo.
I niviTMtv ot Mary Washington student Mike
Mattson said, Trss is the seventh OAR show that I've
been to. F-verv time thev reinvent themselves."
'Iheir set was a perfect blend of recent songs and
old favontes that all fans of the band auld appreciate
from "52-51P until the final encore. OA.R. was accom\ \K(»S MI.WAK1
photographer
panied bv the livelv audience singing akwig to every
word Althiugh it wasn't Madison Square Garden, Jerry DePizzo Impressed his fans with
OAR showed James Madison en? crazy eweert
remarkable saxophone solos.

MACRoCk is an orgy of wusic'
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Thousands of band members, music Industry professionals and concert-goers flooded Harrlsonburg this past weekend to take part In the Mid Atlantic College Radio Conference.
•Y ZACHAKY BEARD
STAFF WHITER

Vinnie Cam ana is never going to Google Scott
Stapp lyncs. Ever The frontnun for I Am The Avalanche shared his encounter with the former Creed
star on stage Saturday afternoon at The Pub.
Camana was less than impressed with Stapp's
inflated "rock star" performance and song writing.
Although Camana is the first to decry majestic
Chnst-like poses and all things "butt-rock," he is a
strong advocate of the road trip.
"We traveled 35 hours to play here," said Camana,
which means Toledo, Ohio, is either really far away iw
timii'I *«<gk\l the wrtng mapdirectM <K f jtaggeratxti
aside, many bands make the yeariv pilgrimage to tncYalk-v

every yeac trim places hkeOklaKma and OshktKk
Whik' 1 lamsonburg isn't quite the indie rock mecca, the Mid-Atlantic College Radio Conference (MACRoCk) has become a big deal. According to Jess VNfoodward, the 2fW> coordinator of the event MACRoCk
was started in 1997 by volunteers at the student radio
station as a reaction to the increased commercialization of the music industry. The creators wanted to have
,m e\eni where students at other college stations and
all music lovers could be exposed to the independent
and under-pmmoted bands that were owning up, in
an environment not tainted by sponsorship arid major
labels.. Now 10 years strong, this year offered over im
performances, a label expo, panels discussing the issues
<if media and the independent music scene, a tilmti-stival and the potenbal to catch the next big band.

Past MACRoCk alumi include: Ihursday, Coheed
and Cambna, Elliot Smith Alkaline Trio, The Get Up
Kids Dillinger Escape Plan and Dashboanl Confessional, to name a few.
"MACRoCk is an orgy of music," said junior Shine
Spitzer. "I can't believe I can go from seeing Mass
Movement of the Moth to Gym Class Heroes." To catch
these acts, the concertgoer must hopscotch around II.n
nsonburg for everything from spa/7 to hip-hop.
Venues were scattered over two davs between
Godwin Hall, Guzman's, Captain lee's. The Little
Gflll The Pub and Court Square Theater
Spitzer plays bass in Never Ending Story, a local band from Broadway. He hopes that his band
can play a future MACRoCk event.
That hope is what MACRoCk inspires; that inde-

pendent music can come together and have a chance.
CEERSUS is a promotions company based in
Virginia Beach that supports the independent scene.
Their company, along with a tew do/en others, was
at the label expo CBBRfUS |ust released a clothing
line, but thev are much more than thai.
"We sponsor bands and act as their family.
Anything thev need we take care of for them. We
are home to five bands who we sponsor.' said
CEERIUS representative Windsor Lovette, claiming that MAC Knil is, on the local level, bv far the
biggest event of the year for the company.
It alao may be the most unique. The event managed to bnng out the esoteric emo via kewar — in
Ht MACROCK. page 10

Pamper your pets at

Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
433-VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

SPORTS

John (fallc. Kditor
Bnan Hansen. Kditor
breezesports<shormail.com
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JMU splits two with Huskies
Dukes no-hit on
Friday; bounce
back with win
BOSTON
- The JML'
men's baseball team split the
flltl two games of their scries
with Northeastern
The series featured some
great starting pitching with
the Huskies getting a eomI'l.-U■ '.;ame, no-hitter in the
first game (mm junior righthander Adam Ottavino He
struck nut 14. while walking
tjiree to gel the 2-0 win for the

Huskies
Ottavino's outing overshadowed another solid effort
from
senior left- Baseball
h a n d e r =-rr
Greg Nes- Frlday
bill.
Nes- NU
2
bill pitched JMU
0
a complete - , _,
game, scat- Saturday
tering six NU
0
hits
and JMU
5
striking
oul eight while getting stuck
with the loss.
The Huskies got a home
run and a triple from senior
shortstop Arman Sidhu, lead-

ing to both Northeastern runs
as he went 2 for 3 with an RBI
and a run scored.
In Saturday's game, it was
JMU junior nght-nander Travis Miller turn to shine as he
threw eight shutout innings,
allowing three hits and striking out 10 for the 5-0 win. Junior left-hander Jacob Cook
pitched the ninth, getting two
strikeouts to end the game for
the Diamond Dukes.
Junior Dave Pellegrine
took the tough-luck loss for
the Huskies, as his defense
committed three errors, leading to all five runs being
unearned for the Diamond

Dukes.
Offensively, junior nght
fielder Mitchell Mitses went 2
for 3 with
two runs
stored and
an RBI and
sophomore lelt
fielder Joe
1 ike went
2 for 4
with two
RBIs.
Sun- Miller
day's rubber game featured yet another
pitcher's duel as JMU's sophomore right-hander Ryan Reid

opposed sophomore Kris DabTowiecki.
JMU 000 014 000 — 5 6 2
NU 000 000 000 — 0 5 3
Dave Pellegrine, Jeff Thomson (8) and Dan Milano; Iravis Miller, Jacob Cook (9) and
Dan Santobianco.
W — Miller, L — Pellegrine.
2B-(JMU)Schill.
Records: NU (13-11, 8-3), JMU
(21-12,10-4).
— from staff reports

Dukes fall to Tribe

JMU shutout in
second half , loses
12-6 to W&M
WISH

i/V" * Ran* with major conferi n 6 tournament implications, William & Mary marched into JMU
!acn>v»e Complex and used a relentless att.uk u>ku k |MI nght out
1
driver's seat in the Colonial
. tasodation.
nbe midfielder Emily Vitrano
siv goals and goalkeeper
Petrocca held the Dukes
over
* 33:07 to
William &
Sunday
to a 1212
Sunday W&M
6
.mrmoon and JMU
catapult
the
Inbe into a three-way be atop the
confeniKV standings
With the win William & Mary
(84 overall 3-1 CAA) (tuns JMU
(8-4, 3-1) and Towson (6-5, 3-1)
at the top of the CAA. The liters
beat the Tribe 13-11 last week and
if the season were to end l«x!<n
lowsori would own the No. 1 seed
in the confen-nce tournament. William & Mary would be No. 2 and
the Dukes, who started the day all

Lacrosse

alone In hrM |>Uv. would be the
third seed. JMU plays at Towson
I rJdn
"We need to remember how
we played today." JMU coach Kellie Young said. "We've got a tough
stretch coming up leading into the
tournament and we're the team
that has to make a change"
That change has to come on
offense. For only the second bme
this season, the Dukes turned the
ball over more times than their opponent. They had trouble all day
moving the ball thmugh the midfield and struggled to place good
shots on Petracca.
We just threw the ball away,''
Young said. "You can't get a
groundball and then chuck it up
the sideline and our shot selecfatMi
was poor. We just hit her every
bme. We had our chances''
The game had all the early billings of a shoot-out as the Dukes
and Tribe traded goals for the first
30 minutes. JMU took an early 2-1
lead on junior attacker Maria Bosica's goal, then watched William &
Mary take a 4-2 advantage before
rebounding to he the game at M
with 8:25 left in the first half In .i
William & Mary's intensity
physical opening period, the Tribe manifested itself in the form of
took an 8-6 lead into the intermis- good defense in the second half.
sion
1 ne Dukes came out firing and
"We knew they were a feisty had good looks at the net but
team," Bosica said. "There were a bme and time again. Petracca
lot of yellow cards. It was pretty was equal to the task.
intense.'
'To hold them scoreless in the

Tennis serves
Longwoood 5-2
BY CAROLINE MORRIS

COMWmtTING WKITTJt

second half was extremely surpnsing," William & Mary coach
Lara Brown said. "We came out
defensively, ready to slide on
ih.illenges and we limited the
possibilities. I was shocked.''
But Brown wasn't nearly as
shocked as JMU's high-octane

offense. The Dukes entered play
averaging better than 13goalsper
game and nding a three-game
winning streak. JML' received
multi-goal games (mm Bosica
and junior attacker Kelly Berger

wlAX.pvgeW

-*-

Experience leads Madison
Key players on
offense return from
last year s team
BY WHITNEY PROIFIFT

CONTKIHiriNG WHITER

KARON Ml WAR 1 t*nlarphm$nph0
Rising senior quarterback Justin Rascatl
passes during spring practice. Rascatl Is
one of several core Dukes returning on
offense for JMU next season.

The JMU football team, coming
off a 7-4 season, began spnng practice
lhursd.iv and started preparing for
Hall 2HK
"We're good on offense and defense, and we're coming together as a
team," nsing seiii,»rouarterback|usbn
Rasatisaid. 'ttegetbettereven d.u I
teel nelly good about this team; 1 think
we have the talent to win the conference, and the ultimate goal is (u win
the national championship."
Rising senior offensive guard Mike
Parham, who transferred from Virgin-

ia Tech last year, said, "It's an importunity to put the pads back on and win
positions and figure out our chemistry
for the fall."
Redshirt freshmen will he looking
to win a kit of those positions.
"They've been working hard and
they're really hungry," Parham said.
"We don't take it easy on them, so
we've gotten tit see them grow mentally and physically."
The Dukes lost a big target over the
middle with fight end Casime Harris
(6'3, 250 pounds) graduating. Redshirt
freshman fight end J D. Skolnitsky (6'5,
235 pounds) is one of" a handful of candidates looting S3 earn the start along
with n"dshirt freshman Mike Caussin.
In 201)6. tht I >ukes will have 37 lettermen and 13 starters retu ming, many
of who were All-Atlanbc 10 honomes
last season.
"Ihe returning starters play a big
role," Rascati said. "You're always
more comfortabk' with guys who have

been out then? and played before."
Offensive returnees include nsing seniors tailback Alvin Banks, wide
receiver Ardon Bransford, offensive
tackle Corey Dans and junior wide
receiver LC. Baker.
Banks went over the ZOOO-yard
mark for his career last year, placing
him fourth on |MU's all-time nishing
list
Rascati, who ranks fifth on JMU's
all-time passing list and suth on its
career total offense list, finished 2005
having thrown for 3,864 yards and a
compiled 4,448 yards of total offense
since transfemng from Louisville two
years ago. He has completed 672
percent of his JMU passes, which is a
school record.
Ihe defense will see the n-tum of
nsing seniors like linebacker Akeem
Ionian, safety Phil Minafield and defensive end Kevin Winston, along
with rising juniors in linebacker [usbn

CREATING A NATIONAL
MODEL OF ENGAGED
I EARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION

ELON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006
Now accepting applications for the charter class.

web site: law.elon.edu
for complete information and online application
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

AMY PATERSON'iwuor phutogriipher
The JMU women's tennis
team beat Longwood 5-2 In a
home match yesterday.

i Emphases on total student
development, exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
CIVIC involvement and
international study
i Learning experiences in the
area's leading law hrms. federal
and state coorts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations
i Home of the North
Carolina Businett Court.
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities
i Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy, a
new national organization
located near the law school

srr SPRING./*#• 10

The JMU women's tennis team
had a kit to celebrate yesterday. Aside
fnim presenting graduating seniors
Kristin Nordstrom and Ashley Reyher with roses and then showering
them in silly string, the Dukes beat the
longwood Lancers at Hillside Courts.
5-2.
"This was one of the matches that,
as a team, in the spnng we designated
as a tough match that we wanted to
focus on," JMU coach Mana Malerba
said. "We did that because it was a
tough match last year."
The , strategy appears to J)ave
worked, me Dukes won two-of the
three doubles-mitches \ordstmm
and junior Mary Napier trounced
logwood's Rornana Bucur and Lexi
Ibnice.R-l.
Freshman Anna Khoor and junior
Lauren Graham had a lengthy battle
against l.ongwiK»d's Llena Tnebskorn
and Jessica Fair As the l^ancers pair
began to tire, Khoor and Graham
showed their stamina, winning 8-6.
"We storied off stnmg but made
stupid mistakes like going for it too
much," Khoor said. "We just had to
play steadily, which we did and won
in the end.''
Khoor also emerged victorious
for the seomd time on the day with a
6-4, 6-4 win over third-seeded Ashley
MeLson.
"I had to get used to her play,"
Khoor said. "She'd |ust hit everything
back. 1 |list did! it point by point and
won five games Ins row."
Nordstrom also had sjnultiplr
win day, as she faced Umj;wTv-f s
Bucur again in singles. NoraStmm
clinched the top-seed victory In two
sets, 6-2.6-3.
"In the fall. (Sordstniml pfeved
in the tournament and lost to her."
Malbera said, "She just controlled the
match today."
Nordstom's ckwbles partner. Napier, who played in the second match,
didn't have the same luck and seemed
frustrated losing in straight sets, 0-6.
On the other end of the omrts. it
was the Lancers who wen* showing
signs of frustration. Graham won her
fifth-seed match over sophomore Bnttany Huddleston 6-2,6-2. Junior Cathenne Phillips also came awav victorious, beating Farr 6-3,6-4.
Senior Ashley Reyher and faejhman Barrett Donner lost their doubles
mat*, h to the l-ancers 8-1. Reyher also
yielded to Torrice in her fourth-seed
singles match losing 6-3,6-1.
"They have amazing depth,"
Malbera said. "It's a good match; you
don't know who's UM to win."

Easter
Seals
DISABIUIY SERVICES

I
Creating solutions,
changing Ch'es.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Looking for the best summer of your life?
Easter Seals Virginia can help you find it.
We are committed to helping people with
disabilities gain greater independence. Join
our dedicated team this summer at Camp
Easter Seals Virginia in Craig County. We
have job openings for camp counselors and
program
leaders
(aquatics,
horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided.
For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at (804)
287-1007, ext. 110.
Visit our website to
learn how you can make a difference.
www.va.easferseala.com
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SPRING: Sneak Peek

MACROCK: Indie bands rock the Valley

SPRING, from page 9
Barnes and free safety Tony

MACROCK. from page 8
an '80s Scandinavian synth-pop opera kind of way.
The Richmond trio Rah Brahs revived the
crowd at Guzman's with the virtuosity of the
keytar, played by bassist Dave Nesmitn (think
an operatic Postal Service on speed).
"Everyone was standing around, not knowing what to expect," said sophomore Andy Anderson. Anderson was on his way to Godwin
to catch the metal showcase when he turned to
hear the shredding synthesizers
Many concertgoers meet the lull-cut energy
of the bands with a wallflower-caught-in-thi'moshpit mentality. But many bands such as The
Walkman -»nd the metal outfit All Use Failed
didn't disappoint.

Matthewssaid "As a head coach,
you are always looking lor guys
U'/».tte
who can bring new ideas to your
LAX. from page 9
LeZotte was last year's Alt) program, and Chris could do
but cuuldn't mount a scoring run
Defensive Player of the Year and that for us."
in the second half
he was a first-team selection to
Weisman will take over as the
And as IVtracta continued to
five All-America teams. Last sea- wide receivers' coach to fill the
stonewall JMU's offense, Vitrano
son, he led JMU in tackles for the hole created by the loss of JMU's
slowl) extended the Tribe lead
second-consecutive year, taking former assistant head coach Curt
with a goal and two assists in the
part in 95 stops.
Newsome. who became the ofsecond naif to put the game away
"I feel really good about hav- fensive line coach at Virginia
for good.
ing a lot of returning starters," Tech. Defensive coordinator
'! the opportunities and
Parham said. "We teach and play George Barlow was promoted
finished," Krown ^»id of Vitrano.
at the same time bringing the to Newsome's old post and Phil
"This was a team attack and we
other guys up to par."
Ratliff (tight ends coach) will be
came off good movement. This
Coach Mickey Matthews is taking over offensive line coachwas a big win for us."
returning for his eighth season ing duties.
AoOM the field, the attention
and recently enlisted the help of
On the recruiting front, Matturned to contemplation.
new assistant coach Chris Weis- thews signed 24 new pla\ ers
"We need to take today and
man, who spent 21)05 working
"If s the biggest and fastest
learn from it" Bosica said. "We've
with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. group we've ever signed," Matstill got four games to go. We'll m
"We're reallv excited. He thews said. "And that's always a
them again."
came highly recommended." good thing."
1 rtc new recruits will not join
the team in practice unbl AuSpring 2006
gust.
The Dukes will spend the
Health Prugram Planting «d Fv^uation(HTH458)
next several weeks practicing
Campus & Community Programs
four times a week and prepanng
for their spring game Apnl 22.
• "Alcohol and Pregnancy Don't Mix"
JMU opens its 2006 fall season
AOD during Pregnancy Planning Coalition
at home September 2nd against
Wllnevs Passport Kvenl!
Bktomsburg of the Pennsylvania
• Monday. \pnl 10
State Athletic Conference before
-7«0pm.lSATI48
heading to Boone, N.C., to face
2005's Division l-AA National
• "UVs Gel Healthy! Go Bananas for Fitness"
Champion Appalachian State.
Let's Get Healthy Youth Planning Coalition
• Closed Attendance
- Tuesday. Apnl 11: Thursday. April 13
- 5.00-6:00. Boys & Girls Club
• 'Think Positive. Stay Negative"
Community Awareness and Prevention: Putting a
CAP on H/VIAJDS Planning Coalition
Wellnev, Passport Kvent!
- Wednesday. April 19
- 7:00 pm.HHS 1208

*'

• "Hungry? Why Weight?"
Fad Diets Planning Coalition
Wdlness P&vtport Kvent!
- Tuesday, Apnl 18
- 7 Ml pm. Festival Ballroom B
• "Accidents Happen...No Worries We Gotcha Covered"

Access to Health Care Planning Coalition
- Graduating seniors! & open to all students
Tuesday. Apnl 18
-6:00 pm.HHS 0209

• "Exercise Out of the Box"
Physical Activity Planning Coalition
- Freshmen - II maximum; van ride provided
Wednesday, April 19
MX) pm. Meec ai UREC/all over
For more intorm.iiion. contact Dr. McAllister, x87097

Why HAUL stuff home when
you could STORE it here?
• Un IkM 5 minutes Itom cawjnl
■ Ml MtMHtt imMl

• M ■* «m* t» mm i

• tmri urn dm MM MlHK iKWMt
• Silt Mi stem •»«• sumttli*ca
•

SUM

tcctss MMl MVtf riflvtwiys.

rwcwwiMcatoflHi—inMt
^•.e —• ir -v m

wwwJMU.6oStowAMny.com

Once you tan here there Is no
(ompiiiTson.
< i\ mil.) liviin

• "S.A.F.E.-Safety Awareness and Fire Kmergencies"
Fire Safety Planning Coalition
CToaed Attendance
- Wednesday. April 12
- I M) pm. Clymore Elementary School

The aforementioned alternative hiphop group Gym Class Heroes, fresh off a
video shoot and Warped Tour appearance
last year, didn't let their increasing notoriety take away from the intimate music
experience, which is ultimately what the
shows are about.
Woodward said describing the actual
feeling of camaraderie is difficult. Although it's "the largest independent music conference on the East Coast," it still
remains a close-knit network of organizations and bands.
I or (he true experience of MACRoCk, don't
ask and certainly don't Google, but partake in
the two-day insanitv next April.
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"I wish 1 had found
this salon when I was a freshman

Are Here

-Ashley

what everyone^
+9&kf,meissee
talking about!

SPECIAL
i 6 Sessions for $251

******

hereto so
This place is so clean" w
-Everyone J^pfuW
Now Open at 7:30 A.M.
-Sam
nice \ lVvUN() Umg Wajl Tinu.s
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleanest salon and most Friendly service.

?Al Neff Avenue

www.tanniniilnith.com

S40 4 $8 -8267

that's your f ur\ction?

STUDY HISTORY'S GREAT LEADERS
OR LEARN HOW TO BECOME ONE.

X
EETTN ffi®
Kast tests largest shop!
33/300 *J1 of
•//ake - skate- sixf - c*yie
OVIR ?00 PAIR Of 1 ANBAI.9 IN fTOCK!
KATUMNC

nir

MICK MNNIM!

v

Yfl THATHA
BOTTLE OPENER!

m
10G& surf gear- is herd
AH the top bra*isl

Rappel, play paintball, and learn water survival while developing your leadership skills.
Register for MSCI100 or IS490 next semester.
For class registration & scholarship information, contact kiplinle@jmu.edu or 540-568-3633.

(

433.7201
www. function4sports.com
Next door to Applebee's

CLASSIFIED
xrdudi

|

FOR RENT~|

HOMR FOR SAIR BY OWNER lovely
5 bedroom 2 hath split rover home located
in (he Oonnagail subdivision Country
setting with mountain views (540) 2899
0
7
9
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH HOUSE.
Appliances. Off-Street Parking. Huge
Rooms 360 North Hijh Street. AvaiUNe
July.
$1100.
810-6371
TOWNHOUSE.
3 bedroom,
land
half hath* furnished large rooms and
large deck ml vicwdr near harden
available August 20 (540) 433-2221
MOVING/LIVING OFF CAMPUS" Go
to weh.jmu.edu/ocl/1istingshtm. JMU's
official site for off-campu» housing,
roommates, and furniture. Great for
advertising sublets. rentals(434)8l7-0721
LARGE I BEDROOM APARTMENT
Great location, almost new. washer'dryer.
dishwasher.no pets.$535.(S40)433-l569
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
Close
to
campus,
good condition. AC. available 8/06.
No pets. $410.
(540) 433-1569
Apt - Crawford avc. 2bd/lbU\ $330 per
month (utl incld) Great location Avail
in Ma> Walk to JMU. (540) 908-6458
Double-wide trailer, 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
8 miles from JMU on horse farm No
dogs Rent from Aug. thru May $400/mo.
includes utilities 234-9781(540)421-5994
HTRS
RDGE
TWNHOME
FOR
SUBLEASE Two downstairs BRs
available Rent starts in August and is
$275 plus utilities t V<i nmnl Call
Andrew at 757-570-0740 for details
2 rooms very close- safe - quiet very private-$250 each h/s- internet
-off street parking-top of homeiplil
utilities
(540)
476-2526
SUBLEASE
Tw
bedroom Squire Hill apartment. $650,
5/16-6/25. only pay June rent, free internet,
rent negotiable, call Li/ (540) 560-1339
MAYMFTSTER

CHI \t'M Ml I ASE Sublease all/part ol
May-July 31. 2006 in the Mill ants
$245/month 15 min walk to campus
email
vemobe u imu cdu
SUMMER SUBLEASE! Short walk
to campus and downtown
$225/
month
E-mail:obric2imd jmu.edu
1 R(K)MS WAN AIM I I OK SI HI.I I
1173 l(3rd floor-$345/month. discount
for May) New Ashby May 8- Middle of
July. Nobody in 4th Room. I to 3 rooms
can be subleased Call (540) 437-5698

FORSALE^
36" TV Panasonic flat screen TV,
$500. call
Liz (540)
560-1339

KdlW

(8001
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651-4510

l.ifeguards/Supervisors
Needed
in
Northern Virginia Area. Pay based
on experience. We also train. Call
Virginia Pool Management fd
I888-378-2105 for more information.

Heavy Equipment Operator

SERVICES

:rs. backhoes, loaders, dump trucks

WHYHA1 i sit 11 HOMJ

graders, scrapers.

'BARTENDING! $250/da> potential
No
experience
necessary Training
provided.
(800)965-6520
Exl212
WE PAY
www.

UP TO $75 per survey,
GctPiidToThinkcom

CAREGIVERS
NEEDED
TO
SUPERVISE groups of children at
Spring Dance Concert in Wilson Hull
2-3 hours within the times of 3:45
pm - 8:45 p.m Week of May 22nd
-28th Paid Positions. Call 433-7127
SHENANDOAH RIVER OUTFITTERS
is hinng for May to Sept. come work
with us on the nver Good driving
record, outgoing, energetic, able to work
weekends, full/part time 800-6canoc2
Live this summer at the Beach and work
with Telescope Pictures/Sunrays Studio in
Ocean City. MD/Virginia Beach. VA. Earn
up to $10,000.00 Housing is Available.
For more information visit our website and
APPLY ON-LINE wwvsunraysstudio
com or call I 724 322 1858 Id!
EXCELLENT
OPPORTI N1TY
Graduating Senior Couple to live in and
work at local business Manmayhavcothcr
employment Must have good computer,
sales, and telephone skills
May start
part time immediately (540) 433-1234
LIFEGUARD JOBS Titan Pool Santo,
is NOW HIRING! Pool Managers &
Lifeguards! Full ft Part-1 ime Positions
available in Arlington, Alexandria.
Fairfax, and Loudoun. Contact Kelly at:
703-586-7567
or
email:
k p h i 11 i p s to titanpools.org
BUSINESS
OR
MARKHIM,
MAJOR to work at local business on
Fridays and Saturdays and full time
in summer
Could lead to full time
upon
graduation.
(540)
433-1234
HELP WANTED Graphic Design. Sign
I njital lotion, and Production hull and
pan time employment, paid vacation &
holidays, eligibility for IRA. Year-round
(summer) employment a necevsity.Apply
by e-mail to valleysignprortiadclphia net
HELP WANTED Warn to work with
horses this summer'.'
Local farm
needs trait guides.
Horse experience
required
Danielle - (540) 290-3731
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
NC
Mountain
Dude
Ranch
seeking
full-lime summer employment for
kilchen/housckceping.
Position
includes salary, room and board, and
meals
www clcarcrcekranch.com

SPORTS

ASSISTANT

POSITIONS

Positions available in Sports Media
Relations for the 2006-07 school year.
Successful applicants will assist in
coverage 28 NCAA sports Weekend and
Night work required Writing experience
preferred hut not necessary Applications
available in Sports Media Relations,
Godwin Hall room 220 No phone calls
please. Application deadline is April 14.
PRAISE AND WORSHIP LEADER
llarrisonburg Baptist Church is looking
for a praise and worship leader for its 9
am Caffeinatcd (Contemporary I Worship
Service Previous experience is preferred,
but not necessary^
He or she should
possess a strong vocal ability, a deep
Christian commitment, and a passion for
leading others in worship Candidates
from all denominational backgrounds
will be considered
Compensation is
based on experience Please contact
Dawn Hradk) at dawnfa hbcalive org. or
at 501 South Main St Hamsonhurg, VA
22801. www hbcalive.org(540)433-2456
PART TIME OFFICE HELP WANTED
Are you highly motivated and into
organ i/.ing/hui!ding
efficiency?
Leading
bank/investment
firm
looking for p/t help (540) 820-5730
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS The
Virginia Elks Youth Camp in Bath County
has male and female camp counselor
positions available. Located along the
Cowpasturc River in Bath Count). VA,
VEYC is a residential, non-profit summer
camp prm iding camping opportunities tor
desersing children ages 8-13 Founded in
1949. Member of the American Camping
Association
Dates of Employment;
Boss' Camp: June 14 to July 8 : Girls'
(.imp luly 8 to July 29 Competitive
salary, room, and hoard. E O. E Contact:
Camp
Director.
862-9489,
emailvac1kscjiiip.iaol.com. (540) 862-7981

SIDKI II

S.ite.iiKlse.urennni MlfSTORAGI dOM

excavators.

HELP WANTED|

REMEMBER

Training tor employment Hulldo/-

to campus. Various sizes, month by month

Train in Virginia

contracts JMU special flMOMM VW

National Certification. Financial

www

assistance, job placement

(Ml

QoStm

\WJ>

com or call

540-442-S

assistance.
1-800-383-7364
Associated Training Services.
www.astn-schools.com
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Summer

4-MONIII

Rcnuh.

(252)
CAMPUS MANAGER NEEDED Classu
Photography is looking for a freshman or
sophomore who has experience with
photography and has their own car Must
be outgoing and friendly (all 540-4383125 or email heather •istrictlvJ.istK
com
(540)
438-3125

SluJcra

wahrec/cr.-ilu Ma

2334321
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13,500'' 22 jumper •iicratl
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43-6587

FISH ARE FRB/DS
LOVE, THE BREEZE
(because we know there are
plenty offish in the sea, but
we're glad you picked us)

60MF0P-T AND INf>PiPATI0N 7A-1-3U5
ON TH6 VM6£ AT VMWVJ.f>?IWTUALlTY.60M

TOPICS TO

expuope:

spirituality Wellness, Self/Identity relationships,
Career/Worfcplace, Financial Security Current Event*
VISIT CHAT PO0MS
Fegitter for inspiration delivered to <(our e-mail address
ITS EOF- YOU !!!

SUMMERHI IP- Icmporarvhelpnccdcd
for various tasks at Sunchase Apartments
Please call 441-4800 for more info FOE
HI IPWAMIIX innamon Bear Bakery
A Deli needs full/part time help. Apply
asap. Call Susan or stop by 433-2876 or
540-478-4616 (cell) (540) 433-7867
FREE GOLF1 Piedmont Golf Club in
Haymarket, VA has Summer employment
opportunities available We are hiring
bjrtenders and servers Beginning pay is
$10/hr»* We offer paid holidays, meals.
flexible scheduling and FREE GOLF!
Appls in person 14675 Piedmont Vista
Dr. Haymarket. VA or call Robs n Griffith
for more information (703) 753-5922

Performances
April 11.12,13
7pm. Memorial Hall
S3 (S) the Boxoffice or
(£) the door day of show
FREE Dress Rehearsal
April 10
7pm. Memorial Hall
(MM* KM* MM

■ Uncnwot
Mm aril
Hill

tkMyinl Millar U*MUI

Wr5 have spaces available
theij * re not here to sia\\
EVlng roomaies and friends
to sign up ttfdaq!

Cut
Uflndin

jNMltl
lantern
MMumaM U Mill

mmnm
SyMiln

IratmlitM
laralrra
JKkim ikonmi
UuttiZtna

mum

Prwah ti taunt Qtlzin ApMI Snua AitMl (USA)

WHMI'S tlMlBs pnt fr taaty - art its manv

/19/ Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

r i camel ibuima*7
itCmtr MtatkCut*- MDwi 1

121 MONI)A> . AI'KII l().2()(i'' wwwJhebreezex>rs THE BREEZE

HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE W

Survivor of Slavery
Abolitionist

>«

April 11: 7PM

TTI kTT IT

^ IT

www.jmuhillel.org

:VKiun:iiVia

Justice T. Mobiclo

Ocran

Justice of the Supreme Court of Ghana

April 10: 6PM
IS AT 159

c$b

JMU Hillel
James Madison University
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Contact: Jacob, Hillel External Programming Director, forstajh@jmu.edu
Funding Generously Provided by Hillel. The Foundalion lor Jewish Campus Life through The Weinberg Tzedek Program and The Soref Initiative for Emerging Campuses
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